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Popular scientific summary in Swedish

Dagens kapitalmarknad inkluderar många olika aktörer och utbyteshandel av värdepapper innefattar flera separata processer. De höga kraven på
säkerhet och integritet resulterar i stor utsträckning i privata databaser
och transaktioner involverar ofta en neutral mellanhand att agera motpart till både köpare och säljare. Detta leder till tidsineﬀektiva processer
som kan ta upp till två dagar och även inkludera transaktionsavgifter
till de olika aktörerna. Introduceringen av blockkedjeteknologi och dess
stora tillväxt har under de senaste åren uppmärksammat möjligheterna
kring decentraliserade interaktioner. Teknik som låter olika parter interagera direkt, utan att nödvändigtvis lita på varandra, och samtidigt
garanterar säkerhet och integritet. Användningsområdena för sådana
lösningar är många och sträcker sig från politiska valröstningar till att
registrera sjukjournaler, men dess potentiella inflytande på den finansiella sektorn är vad som diskuteras mest frekvent.
Blockkedjeteknologin introducerades i bredare regel 2009 som grund för
kryptovalutan Bitcoin, som tillåter trygg handel mellan främmande aktörer utan inblandning av en tredje part. Säkerheten baseras på kryptografi och ett icke-trivialt konsensusprotokoll. De mest frekvent förekomna
frågorna gällande implementering av system baserade på blockkedjeteknologi är angående möjligheterna för sådana att fungera på global skala,
det vill säga kunna hantera stora nätverk och mängden transaktioner
det skulle innebära. I detta examensarbete har en teoretisk analys av
dessa möjligheter gjorts, där olika parametrar i systemets uppbyggnad
granskats för att ge förståelse hur de påverkar varandra. Utöver detta har
arbetet innefattat fortsatt utveckling av Visigons blockkedjeapplikation
för registrering och överföring av värdepapper, där fokus legat på nätverkskommunikationen. Genom simuleringar har applikationens prestanda
utvärderats, där bland annat dess förmåga att hantera stora transaktionsvolymer i olika nätverksstorlekar mätts.
Resultaten från simuleringarna visade att applikationens prestanda i form
av hantering av stora mängder transaktioner till större del begränsas
av den vitala processen att transmittera varje enskild transaktion till
alla övriga nätverksmedlemmar. För det extrema fallet med endast
två medlemmar i nätverket mättes kapaciteten till 30 transaktioner per
sekund, som sedan avtar linjärt med nätverksstorlek. För att nå en
kapacitet i paritet med diverse kreditkortsföretag behöver dessa siﬀror
ökas, ett första steg är vidare utveckling och optimering av applikationens nätverkskommunikation.
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2
2.1

Introduction
Background

During the last decade, the introduction and growth of blockchain technologies has brought attention to the possibilities of decentralized peerto-peer interactions without the involvement of a trusted third party.
The applications for such a model extends from holding medical records
to electoral voting but most frequently discussed is perhaps its potential
influence on financial services.
The capital market today consists of a wide variety of actors. Processing a
transaction often includes a central authority in form of a Clearing House
or Central Securities Depository (CSD) that functions as intermediary
between the buyer and seller. As a trusted third party the intermediator is performing all necessary steps between the transaction agreement
and the settlement. However, lack of shared and integrated databases
between involved parties in the transaction complicates the clearing and
settlement process, making it time consuming and often obligated with
a transaction fee.
Cross border transactions has since 1980 mainly been issued through
the payment service SWIFT. However, rules and procedures are varying between diﬀerent countries. The US is using the Automated Clearing House (AHC) while in the EU a direct debit system is used. The
increasing amount of trading and e-commerce demanded solutions for
connecting these diﬀerent type of payment systems, which was partly
satisfied with the introduction of Payment-as-a-Service solutions (PaaS)
such as Paypal. These solutions replaced the front-end business of banks
by functioning as an overlay over existing payment systems. However,
the procedure is still depending on banks providing back-end infrastructure such as clearing and settlement [1].
Actions from leading financial actors tells that there are ways for improving the current system and that a system based on distributed ledger
technology (DLT) could be the solution to some of its weaknesses. The
report Distributed ledger technologies in securities post-trading published
by the European Central Bank in 2016 states that the lack of both interaction between market members and interoperability between proprietary
databases prevents eﬃcient use of collateral and limits the potential for
risk-sharing among European investors due to increasing cost of crossborder securities transactions [2]. Further, SWIFT launched in January
2017 a proof of concept to explore DLT based solutions with the aim to
4

lower costs, operational risks and improve the eﬃciency of cross border
payments [3].
A blockchain based system would function by each party in the network
possessing a copy of the ledger with registered transaction data and keeping it synchronized updated in consensus. For the case with the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, which today is the most commercial system and often
what people are referring to when discussing DLT or blockchain technology, new transactions can be processed by any other willing participant
in the network. The data is further broadcasted to the remaining participants that verifies the transaction process and the public blockchain
is updated. A peer-to-peer network of this kind can be constructed in
two diﬀerent ways, either as a public or a private network. For the public case, which is the scheme Bitcoin is based on, anyone can access the
network and interact with any other user, such a system would mean
complete decentralization. The private case is a closed network where
users are controlling the access to the network via invitation. Only network participants are allowed involvement in transactions and inspecting
the blockchain [4]. In Figure 2.1 the schematics for the three mentioned
systems are demonstrated.

Figure 2.1. Left: The current system where a central authority keeps track of
asset ownership. Centre: Open, completely decentralized network accessible
to anyone. The model Bitcoin is using. Right: Private network accessible via
invitation. Source Financial Times [5]

Private networks are the most frequently discussed solutions as foundation of innovative DLT solutions in the world of finance. Connecting
financial institutions, for example a consortium of banks, and allowing
them clearing and settling trades directly and independently of their
geographic location [4]. Recent innovations of this kind are the distributed database company R3 CEV, today a consortium of over 80 of
the largest financial institutions working together to design and deliver
DLT to the global financial market. The R3 consortium is behind the
5

development of the DLT platform Corda; a distributed global database
between distrusting participants [6] [7]. Another innovation is the Nasdaq Linq blockchain, a DLT platform for issuing and trading shares [8].
Blockchain technology was first conceptualized in 2009 when, the believed psuedonym, Satoshi Nakamoto published the idea as the foundation of the cryptocurrency Bitcoin [9]. At that point digital currency was
not a revolutionary term, instead there had been proposals of such kind
since David Chaum introduced the idea in 1983 [10]. However, Satoshi’s
model was unique in that it prevented the problem of double-spending
by introducing the Proof-of-Work concept, making the possibility of successfully sending the same coin to multiple receivers infinitely small.
Today Bitcoin is by far the most popular cryptocurrency and is often
what people are referring to when discussing blockchain technology. At
the time of writing there are nearly ten million registered wallets and
the blockchain size has breached 100 GB [11]. Bitcoin works as a digital
currency and the applications are restricted to simply transferring coins
between network participants. The last decade’s massive attention of
DLT and its possibilities has resulted in creation of similar platforms but
with more complex features. Ethereum is an open-source public platform proposed in 2013 by Vitalik Buterin designed with smart-contract
functionality. Smart-contract features allowing private users to code constraints and conditions into their transactions. This functionality is for
example useful in trading of option contracts and bonds, where users can
code self-executed conditions on when to sell a a certain stock or activate
an option clause [12].

2.2

Problem description

One of the main problems regarding blockchain based technology is its
ability to scale up to industry wide standards. For the case with Bitcoin,
the scalability issue is perhaps the most frequently discussed question
and it is clear that there are diﬀerent opinions regarding its future with
the continuous growth we see today.
For a blockchain network application to be adoptable on a global, industry wide scale it would need to be able to handle a throughput comparable to the largest payment technology companies existing today. VISA,
for example, is the world’s largest credit card company providing financial infrastructure in over 200 countries. On average they handle above
4000 transactions per second (tps) with a maximum capacity of 65000
6

tps [13]. Today Bitcoin can only handle a fraction of these quantities,
with a maximum theoretical throughput of 7 tps [14]. This limitation
is due to system security, where an intentional delay is applied with the
proof-of-work concept, and restrictions on the size of the blocks added
to the blockchain. In the protocol used by Etherium the block size is
adjustable thus making the throughput unlimited in theory. However,
other factors such as limitations on the number of computational steps
allowed in a transaction execution restricts the throughput capacity [12].
The theory behind these limitations will be explained more in detail in
Section 3.2.
A private network only accessible via invitation is protected against Sybil
attacks, where a user allocates for several identities in order to gain influence in the system. Therefore, the consensus protocol can be more
eﬃciently constructed than in a public network allowing for greater possible throughput capacity.
This master thesis gives a thorough analysis on the possibilities for the
capital market to adapt DLT based networks with main focus on the
ability for a blockchain based application to scale up to industry wide
standards. The analysis includes a theoretical investigation on the possibility to handle large throughputs without risking the system security. Further, it includes extensions and optimization of the Visigon
Blockchain prototype (VBC), which is a blockchain network application
for transmitting and registering financial assets. Practical experiments
such as network based communication and network hosting as well as
simulations of VBC’s ability to handle large transaction throughputs in
diﬀerent network sizes are performed.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. First it explains the theory behind DLT and peer-to-peer networking. How transactions are executed
and validated in diﬀerent types of consensus protocols. It also gives a
thorough analyze of the scalability limitations where possible throughput
capacity and eﬃciency is investigated contra system security and energy
consumption. Secondly it explains the functionality of the VBC prototype with main focus on its performance to handle large network sizes
and large transaction volumes. Thirdly it presents the results from the
simulations and lastly discussion and conclusions.

7

2.3

Delimitations

This thesis focus on the technical aspects for a DLT based system to be
adapted globally. Legal aspects and the involvement of a central authority in form of a tax authority or Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
are not taken into consideration.
Throughout this thesis the terms DLT and blockchain technology refers
to the technique on which for example Bitcoin is based upon, that is
a distributed database of records on asset ownership. Both terms refer
to every process included in the system design. The terms ledger and
blockchain refer to the database in which records of for example registered transactions are stored.

3

Theory

This section is dedicated to explaining the theory of DLT. It presents
the concept of a DLT based system from a technical point of view and
cover main sections such as consensus protocol and transaction process.
The section is concluded with a thorough analysis on the possibilities
for DLT based applications to scale up to industry wide standards. The
analysis covers throughput capacity and eﬃciency contra system security
and energy consumption.
Since a DLT based system functions without a neutral central authority
it is crucial that the network participants keep the ledger with records
of asset ownership updated in consensus. All transactions and updates
of the ledger must be confirmed and validated by other users to prevent
dishonest participants from violating the system. The system cannot be
based upon trust to other users, but to the system itself. In order to
achieve this the system relies on cryptography and non trivial consensus
algorithms.
Each network participant holds a representation of the blockchain where
each block contains transaction data and a pointer to the previous block.
A dishonest user can not simply make changes in the transaction data
in previously attached blocks, since it would make the pointer incorrect
and as a result all following blocks invalid. When a new block with a set
of pending transactions is created by a specific node, it is broadcasted
to the network for validation. The process of creating, broadcasting and
validating blocks is depending on the consensus protocol the system is
based upon, this is explained more in detail in Section 3.2.
8

3.1

Cryptography and Hash functions

In a peer-to-peer network a transaction is no more than a message containing data of a sender, receiver and the asset to be transferred. The
transaction is added to the ledger from which a users’ asset holdings is
calculated. Without the involvement of a central authority the system
needs features that prevent users from impersonating others and to verify that a transaction was executed from the actual sender address. The
key to achieve a secure network of such kind is cryptography and hash
functions, which forms the fundamentals of DLT based systems.
A hash function is a mathematical operation that, given an input of
any size, generates a unique output of a fixed size. Using a secure hash
function the output, commonly referred to as digest, is nearly impossible to revert back to the input. The functionalities of hash functions
makes them applicable for many diﬀerent purposes. For example it is
common that a private password is not stored as the actual password in
a database, instead the digest generated from a hash function is stored.
The computer checks the digest of the entered password and search for
matches in the database. There is usually no record of the actual password and therefore it can not be directly stolen if the database is attacked.
There exist numerous diﬀerent well known hashing algorithms all with
varying level of security but for hash functions in general the following
criteria should be satisfied [15].
1. A hash function, H, can be applied to a block of data of any size
2. H is generating a fixed size output
3. H(x) is easy to compute for any given x
4. For any output, y, it is computationally infeasible to find x such
that H(x) = y
5. For any block x it is computationally infeasible to find y 6= x such
that H(x) = H(y)
6. It is computationally infeasible to find any pair (x, y) such that
H(x) = H(y)
For hashing processes, Bitcoin is mainly using the Secure Hash Algorithm 256-bits (SHA-256) [16], which is designed by the National Security Agency (NSA). The number denotes the output bit size and exists in
various versions. In the Ethereum protocol the newer version SHA-3 is
9

used [17]. Beside from generating public addresses the hashing technique
plays an important role in the mining and validation process, this will be
explained in Section 3.2.
3.1.1

Public and Private keys

All users are in possession of a public and a private key. In the Bitcoin
and Ethereum protocol the private key is no more than random 256-bit
number. The public key is mathematically generated via the Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). The algorithm returns a
512-bit number which with today’s available computer performances is
impossible to reverse back to the private key. The outcome is hashed
several times through diﬀerent hash functions and the user address is
lastly compressed into a 34 character long string [18].
The functionalities of the public and private key can be compared with
a bank account number and a bank ID respectively. The public key is
hashed to the user’s address which viewed to every other network participant, it is the address used by others when they wish to execute
transactions with that specific user as receiving part. The private key is
the one used when signing an outgoing transaction. However, a centralized system as known today has some diﬀerences regarding the security
of ones possessed funds. For the case with both Bitcoin and Ethereum,
losing possession of the private key means one can not ever access one’s
funds again. Any other user in possession of one’s private key is also in
possession of one’s funds. These conditions are discussed if a system of
this kind were to be implemented. It may be considered improperly that
a user’s holding of funds relies completely on possessing its private key, a
solution could be that a neutral part outside the network has authority
and ability to reset and hand out new keys in case needed. However, this
additional functionality in the system design is not considered throughout this thesis.
Public key cryptography is used for sending encrypted messages in open
networks, without risking that anyone but the receiver can decrypt and
view the sent message or so that the receiving part can verify from
whom the message was sent. With its features it plays a crucial part
on cryptocurrency platforms. The technique was conceptualized in 1976
by Whitfield Diﬃe and Martin Hellman in [19].
The idea is that by using a paired set of keys and a publicly known
encryption algorithm, a user can send and receive encrypted messages
that are only viewable to the user with matching keys. The process
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of transferring the message can diﬀer depending on system preferences,
where public key encryption and digital signature are commonly used. In
a public key encryption, the sender encrypts the message using the encryption algorithm together with the recipient’s public key. The receiver
decrypts the message using the corresponding decryption algorithm together with its own private key. Public key encryption is confidential
since the decryption can only be made using the recipient’s private key.
For the case when using digital signature, the sender encrypts the message with its own private key together with the encryption algorithm.
The receiving end decrypts the message using the encryption algorithm
and the sender’s public key, thus anyone with access to the message can
decrypt it. The decryption only works if the private and public keys are
paired and since the private key is only known to the sender the receiver
can be sure from whom the message was sent [15]. In Figure 3.1 a message transmission using a public key encryption and by digital signature
is illustrated.

A

A

M
Encrypt

Encrypt

B's PU

M'
Decrypt

B

M
A's PR

M'
Decrypt

B's PR

B

M

A's PU

M

Figure 3.1. Illustrated process of user A sending user B a message M. PU
denotes the public key, PR the private key and M’ the encrypted message.
Left: Using pubic key encryption. Right: Using digital signature.

In general for cryptocurrency platforms, it is necessary that the receiver
can verify that the message was sent from user A. Using digital signatures
the encryption is made using A’s private key which no one else should
be in possession of and it is therefore the model used in both the Bitcoin
and Ethereum protocol [9] [12].

3.2

Transaction Process

This subsection is dedicated to explaining the theory of the transaction
process in DLT based systems. It covers all diﬀerent parts from request11

ing a transaction to when it is validated and registered in the blockchain.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.1 all users are in possession of a public key,
which is hashed and compressed to the user’s public address. If user A
wishes to transfer an amount of digital coins to user B, he or she creates a
message stating the transfer and sends the message to B’s address using
the digital signature process illustrated in Figure 3.1.1. User B receives
the message and can verify that the transaction actually was sent from
user A since only A’s public key would function to decrypt the message.
The Bitcoin protocol is using a so called Unspent Transaction Output
(UTXO) model, unlike current banking systems a user is not in direct
possession of its assets, instead a user is entitled to spend transactions
that he or she has previously received. Each transaction input must be
a UTXO tied to the sender’s address in order for the transaction to be
valid. When the transaction is verified and registered in the blockchain
the specific UTXO is no longer tied to the sender but to the recipient’s
address. A user’s total balance is calculated as the sum of all UTXO’s
associated with that user’s address.
A transaction can consist of multiple inputs as well as multiple outputs.
Each output can only be used as a single input to a following transaction. This way, using this model forms a chain of transactions where each
transaction output points to a succeeding transaction input. Of course,
the sum of all output values in a single transaction can not exceed the
sum of input values for the transaction to be valid. However, the input
values can exceed the output values. In Figure 3.2 it is illustrated how a
chain of transactions is constructed using the UTXO model.
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Figure 3.2. Illustrates a chain of transactions using the UTXO model.
Source: Bitcoin.org [20]
The UTXO model is an important factor in the system’s prevention of
double-spending possibilities, however, it does complicate the transaction process. Consider the case where user A wants to send user B 3
coins, and A is in possession of two UTXOs both valued at 2 coins. Even
though A’s total balance exceeds the desired amount the system will not
accept an input of 3 coins since A does not possess any single UTXO at
that value. Instead A must register both UTXOs as inputs which in this
case sums up to a total of 4 coins. If nothing else is specified the UTXO
made up by the exceeding amount, in this case 1 coin, will be provided to
the network participant that ends up mining the block within the specific
transaction is registered, in addition to a fixed block reward. This design
prevents that any UTXO lacks a corresponding input. However, user A
might think that 1 coin is a too large transaction fee to pay the miner,
in that case an additional output valued at maximum 1 coin addressed
to the sender itself is specified in the same transaction [20]. A user is not
forced to include a transaction fee but usually a small amount is attached
in order for the miner to prioritize the transaction.
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The Ethereum protocol is instead using an account based model. The
process of executing a transaction is in general similar to the Bitcoin
protocol although some diﬀerences makes the account model less complex and easier to understand. In contrast to the Bitcoin protocol, the
transaction inputs are not linked to previous outputs, thus the inconvenience of transferring the change back to the sender’s own address is
eliminated. A user is simply entitled to transferring assets valued up to
its own liquidity, which is computed as the sum of all transaction outputs
tied to the user’s address. This design saves storage since the number
of inputs and outputs in each transaction is lowered. However a UTXO
model supports aspects such as privacy and integrity in a greater extension, this since new keys can be generated for every transaction which
makes a user’s activity more complicated to trace.
As mentioned in Section 2, the Ethereum protocol oﬀers so called smart
contract functionality. Meaning that any user is allowed to code arbitrary rules and conditions that operate on the blockchain. The code is
programmed in so called contract accounts and executed when the account receives a message. The contract account can then for example
create new contracts, execute transactions or send messages, all of which
depending on the purpose the contract was created for. A contract account is not directly controlled by any specific user but instead by the
programmed rules and conditions. Another account type is the externally owned account, that does not contain any code and is controlled
by the owner of its corresponding private key [12]. An externally owned
account has similar functionalities as a Bitcoin wallet, the owner of the
corresponding private key can execute transactions and send messages.
An Ethereum account contains four fields. An account nonce, the current
balance, contract code and account storage. The nonce is an integer incremented for each executed transaction from the corresponding account
in order to prevent a transaction to be processed multiple times. The
current balance is the amount of coins, referred to as ether (ETH), that
the account is tied to. The field containing the contract code is optional
and what makes the diﬀerence between a contract account and an externally owned account. Similar as for the contract code, the account
storage is empty for an externally owned account. In a contract account
the field contains all the key-value pairs in the contracts storage [12].
These value are not stored directly but instead as a Merkle root hash,
which is a technique for lowering storage and computational eﬀort for
accessing specific parts of the data. The theory of Merkle tree design is
explained more in detail in Section 3.2.2.
14

Similar to the Bitcoin protocol, a transaction on the Ethereum platform
contains a recipient’s address, a unique signature identifying the sender
and the amount of ETH to be transferred. Further, three optional fields
can be submitted. A data field, startgas value and gasprice. The data
field contains inputs specified to a contract which are placed in storage
in the contract account. The startgas and gasprice are fields designed to
prevent computational wastage or infinite loops in the contract code and
as incentive for miners to keep the system running. A user inserts a startgas value that limits the number of computational steps the transaction
is allowed to take and a gasprice that represent the fee the sender pays
the miner per computational step. Gas is the transaction fee unit on the
Ethereum platform. In addition to the fixed block reward valued at 5
ETH, the miner can claim the resulting transaction fee generated from
the total amount of gas in the specific block. The gasprice is varying
and is proposed to the transaction sender in a transaction. The sender
is allowed to alter the proposed value either to a higher or lower price.
However, a transaction with a low gasprice will not be prioritized by any
miner and risks never being processed. The total fee the miner eventually is payed is trivially computed as the product between the number of
computational steps used and the gasprice set by the transaction sender.
The transaction sender must be in possession of the amount of ETH he
or she requests to transfer as well as the product between the specified
startgas value and gasprice, otherwise the transaction is not processed.
The maximum transaction fee is subtracted from the sender’s account
and the residual relative the resulting transaction fee, that is the product between the number of computational steps required and the specified
gasprice, is refunded to the sender. If the process exceeds the startgas
value, that is running out of gas, the transaction is still registered in the
blockchain, but as a failed transaction. In these cases the miner still
collects the resulting fee, but the transaction is not settled [12].
3.2.1

Block construction

When a transaction is submitted it is not directly registered in the
blockchain but instead in a block. In the Bitcoin protocol, the block
size is limited to 1 MB which leads to a finite number of transactions
inside each block. The size of a single transaction is depending on contained number of inputs and outputs, hence the number of transactions
inside each block is varying. Miners are in control of including transactions in blocks and the transaction fee submitted by the sender works as
incentive for miners to prioritize the specific transaction. Besides transaction data, a block also contains the hash of the data contained in the
15

latest block in the blockchain, as well as a nonce that works as a solution
to the Proof-of-Work. Note that the nonce is not the same as the account
nonce mentioned in section 3.2. Lastly, a block includes a time stamp
stating when it was found, that is when a nonce successfully solving the
Proof-of-Work was computed [9]. The details behind a block’s hash and
the computation of the nonce is explained in Section 3.3.1.
The Ethereum protocol is similar to Bitcoin regarding the blockchain architecture. The main diﬀerence is that Ethereum blocks in addition contain the most recent state, that is a hashmap linking all public keys with
their corresponding liquidity. The block number and diﬃculty for finding
the Proof-of-Work solution are also included in Ethereum blocks [12].
3.2.2

Merkle tree

A Merkle tree is a cryptographic data structure designed to lower storage
and computer eﬀort for finding specific parts of data included in a hash
digest. The idea is to construct a tree by systematically hashing pairs
of data inputs into so called parent nodes until eventually reaching the
top hash, which is referred to as the Merkle root. A change in one of the
data inputs would change that specific data’s hash and thus result in a
diﬀerent Merkle root [21]. Figure 3.3 shows the design of a Merkle tree
constructed from a set of transaction data.

Figure 3.3. Shows the design of a simple, binary Merkle tree from a set of
four transaction data inputs, txn A - D.
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The technique of Merkle trees is used in both the Bitcoin and Ethereum
protocol. Although, Ethereum is using the so called Merkle Patricia tree,
which has additional features beyond the binary design shown in Figure
3.3. This is due to that Ethereum blocks contain the current state, that
is all key-value bindings. [12]. In the Bitcoin protocol, it is the Merkle
root generated from the raw transaction data contained in the specific
block which is stored in the blocks, rather than the data itself. The
technique lowers the data storage, this since the size of the Merkle root
is independent of the number of transaction inputs. Further, it simplifies
the process of verifying that a specific transaction is located in a specific
block. Because of the structure of the tree, one does only have to go
down the branch in which the transaction to be verified is located and
ultimately compare the root hash with the top sibling hashes. If they
match it is confirmed that the specific transaction is located inside the
block. Having the hash of an entire list of all transactions stored would
not alter the data size, since the output of a hash function is fixed.
However, verifying that a specific transaction belongs to that list would
require N hashing operations, where N is the number of transactions in
the list. The design of a Merkle tree reduces the number of operations
to log2 (N ) and thus decreases the computational eﬀort [21].

3.3

Consensus protocol

This subsection is dedicated to explaining the process of creating a block
and adding it to the blockchain. There exist several diﬀerent protocols
for this procedure each of them having both advantages and disadvantages in terms of security, eﬃciency and complexity.
The key of maintaining a functional peer-to-peer system of this kind
is consensus among the network participants. All nodes must agree upon
which transactions have been executed and who owns the right to spend a
specific asset. These conditions are determined by the blockchain, which
for trivial reasons should only exist in one mutual version. The process
of creating the next block to attach to the blockchain and thereby mutually agree on the system’s next state is decided by the consensus protocol.
Bitcoin is using a Proof-of-Work system based on the Hashcash CPU
cost functions proposed by Adam Back in [22] [9]. The idea is that a single node’s impact on the blockchain build-up is proportional to the CPU
power contributed by that specific node. Instead of a less complex voting
system where one node has one vote, the protocol is designed such that
one percent of the total CPU results in one percent of the votes. This
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prevents scenarios where an attacker creates multiple nodes by allocating
many IP addresses and thus increasing its influence.
3.3.1

Proof of work

The concept of Proof-of-Work was first proposed in 1992 by Cynthia
Dwork and Moni Naor as an approach to combat junk mail [23] but the
term was coined in 1999 by Markus Jakobsson and Ari Juels in [24]. In
the Bitcoin protocol, the Proof-of-Work takes form as the solution to a
so called cost-function. The solution is found by incrementing an integer,
referred to as nonce, in a block until reaching a hash of the block that
begins with a number of zero bits. As mentioned in Section 3.1, Bitcoin
is using the SHA-256 algorithm and the work required to find the correct
nonce is exponential in the number of zero bits demanded [9]. The difficulty of finding the nonce, that is the number of zero bits required, is
determined by a moving average targeting an average number of mined
blocks per hour. The idea with a non fixed diﬃculty is to compensate
for increasing computer performances and varying interest in running
nodes [9]. When a correct nonce is found, any change in the transaction data contained by the specific block would alter the hash completely
according to the fundamental criteria for a hash function, forcing the
miner to redo the work from scratch. Altering the transaction data in a
previously registered block in the blockchain would additionally require
the miner to redo the Proof-of-Work of all following registered blocks,
this since each block header has the hash of the previous block stored.
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic view over three blocks, with data collected
from [11], linked to each other. The Merkle root is as mentioned the top
hash of all transactions contained in that specific block and the nonce
is the value that together with the additional data generates the header
hash.
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Figure 3.4. Shows a schematic view of three blocks linked to each other in
the blockchain.

As a reward for creating a block, that is finding a correct nonce, the miner
today receives a payment of 12.5 BTC. In addition, the miner can also
claim the transaction fees from the transactions included in the block.
The 12.5 BTCs payed to the miner are created and mining is the only
way for generating new coins into the system. The payment is halved
with every 210000 blocks discovered which with the targeted block time
of 10 minutes results in a halving approximately every fourth year. This
design means that the total amount of coins in the system is fixed and the
growth will stop when the payment eventually reaches 1 satoshi, which
is the smallest nominee in the Bitcoin protocol [25].
The computation of the nonce is an iterative procedure and there exist no special tactic other than trial and error. The reward is necessary
as an incentive for miners to keep contributing with large computational
eﬀorts to create blocks. The process is a competition and the miner
who first finds a correct nonce broadcasts the solution to the remaining network participants to confirm that the solution is valid and claim
the reward. The reason for this complex block construction procedure is
mainly to retain security and prevent dishonest nodes from successfully
attacking the system.
The term double-spending basically means sending the same UTXO to
multiple receivers. Consider the case where a dishonest participant, A,
sends a UTXO to participant B in exchange for some asset. When B
delivers the asset A sends the same UTXO to another participant, perhaps to itself, and tries to convince the network that this transaction
came first. Depending on B’s carefulness, it is exposed to various attacks. A merchant who accepts 0 confirmations, meaning that it delivers
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the merchandise without requiring that the block containing the paying
transaction has even been created yet, is for trivial reasons most exposed to attacks. So called race attacks or Finney attacks are targeted
to merchants who accept payments on 0 confirmations. A race attack is
carried out on the attacker sending two competing transactions, one to
the merchant and one to itself, then hoping that the latter mentioned
gets included in the block. The attacker can increase its chances of success by including a higher transaction fee in the transaction it sends to
itself that would work as incentive for a miner to include that specific
transaction. A Finney attack is issued from, or in cooperation, with a
miner. The malicious miner adds a transaction sending a specific amount
of coins to its own address in the block he or she is currently trying to
find. The miner ignores to broadcast this specific transaction to the network. When the miner eventually finds a solution to the Proof-of-Work
he or she does not broadcast the block to the network directly, instead
the miner makes a trade with a merchant accepting 0 conformations, creates a transaction sending the same UTXO that he or she added to the
recently discovered block in exchange for some service or goods. When
the merchant delivers its part of the trade the miner broadcast the block
that he or she recently found, making the transaction sent to the merchant invalid. Using this strategy the miner expose itself to risk as well.
There is a probability that some other miner finds a block in the time
frame between when the malicious miner discovered the block and when
the trade with the merchant was made. In that case the malicious miner
that decided not to broadcast a correctly discovered block is missing out
on the block reward he or she originally was entitled to claim. [26].
Accepting payments on 0 confirmations is not recommended because of
these fairly easily constructed double-spend attacks. Usually a merchant
requires the payment to be registered in the blockchain and that a set
of additional blocks has been created and broadcasted afterwards before
delivering the goods. In those cases double-spending is still possible, but
the chance of succeeding is heavily decreased or requires the attacker to
possess enormous computer power. The attack in that scenario is carried out by a so called fork on the blockchain. The attacker changes the
transaction data in an already processed block which will generate a new
block hash and therefore requires the attacker to redo the proof-of-work
for that specific block. Since a block contains the hash of the previous
block the attacker also has to redo the proof-of-work for all following
blocks as well. As a result this will generate two separate versions of
a subset of the blockchain, commonly referred to as a fork. The rule
among miners is to continue building the chain on the longest existing
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path which requires the dishonest node to create the number of blocks
so that its fork exceeds the current longest path. [27].
In [27] Meni Rosenfeld analysis the probability for a dishonest node to
catch up with the longer chain and mathematically describes it according to a binomial model dependent on the attacker’s possessed computer
power.
(
Pn
m+n 1
1
(pn q m pm q n ), if q < p.
m=0
m
P =
(3.3.1)
1,
if q p.
where q is the proportion of computing power possessed by the attacker
and p by the rest of the network, m denotes the number of blocks found by
the attacker while n blocks are found by the honest network. The model
assumes that 1 block was pre-mined by the attacker before launching the
attack. Unless the attacker gets lucky and finds the required number of
blocks before the rest of the network and therefore manage to catch up
with the longer chain, it will continue to fall further behind leading to
the probability of ever catching up becoming infinitesimal. In general, a
transaction is considered completely verified after 6 confirmations but it
is notable that the probability for the attacker to succeed is not vanishing
at this amount. According to the model in equation 3.3.1 for the case
where 6 blocks are needed from an attacker possessing q = 10% of the
computing power the probability of succeeding is 0.1%. [27]. Also note
that an individual in possess of a majority of the computer power is also
in control of the blockchain.
Forking of the blockchain appears continuously even without any attempts of attacks on the system. If two miners find and broadcast the
next block almost simultaneously the network may receive diﬀerent versions because of latency. Network participants then continue building on
the block they received first and at the time either side of the fork gets
longer than the other, that side is considered to be the main fork and
nodes on the shorter side switch over. Specific transactions included in
the block on discarded side, and not within the block on the retained
side are reversed. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic view over a subset of
the blockchain with normal occasional forking, and one with extended
forking.
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Figure 3.5 shows a schematic view of a subset of the blockchain with
occasional and extended forking. Source: Bitcoin.org [20]

Occasional forking is a result of two miners finding a new block almost
simultaneously which is illustrated for block 2 and block 5 in Figure 3.5.
The network is then working on two separate versions of the blockchain
until either side finds the next block. Extended forking is not as common
and is most likely the result from a double-spend attack, where some network participants ignores the longer fork for own benefit.
Ethereum is also using a Proof-of-Work solution in their consensus protocol and the idea of rewarding miners for their contribution with computational power. The standard reward of finding a block is 5 ETH and the
miner can also claim the transaction fees included in the block. In addition, the miner also receives the resulting gas fee for any contract evaluation. Ethereum’s consensus protocol is based on the so called Ethash
algorithm. The main idea of finding a solution to a mathematical puzzle
with a diﬃculty controlled by a moving average is the same as in the Bitcoin protocol. However, Ethereum’s targeted block time is much faster,
meaning that the general level of diﬃculty is lower, allowing for a faster
transaction confirmation time [28].
The block time is a crucial system parameter and whether a relatively
long time as in the Bitcoin protocol, or a short time as for Ethereum
is chosen, it implies both advantageous and disadvantageous features of
the system’s performance. The most obvious feature is that a lower
block time implies a faster confirmation time. However, a lower block
time also implies more occasional forking since the probability of multiple miners finding the next block almost simultaneously is increased.
This means that a first confirmation is reached faster in the Ethereum
protocol than on the Bitcoin platform, but due to the higher amount
of forking a confirmation is not worth as much in terms of security and
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transaction confirmation. A crucial aspect that has to be taken into consideration regarding the block time is network latency. The block time
must substantially exceed delays that occur from physical reasons. In [29]
Decker and Wattenhofer simulates the mean time for a node to receive a
block in the Bitcoin network and measures it to 12.6 seconds. The block
propagation time follows an exponential distribution and results shows
that after 40 seconds there are still 5% of network participants that have
not yet received the block. Decker and Wattenhofer also show that the
delay is highly correlated with the size of the transmitted data and the
cost measured as delay per kilobyte is approximately constant for block
sizes larger than 20 kB. The delay for a majority of the nodes to receive a
transmitted 1 kB of data is measured to approximately 80 ms. Regarding
the diﬃculty of finding new blocks, the Ethereum protocol works similar
as for Bitcoin where the diﬃculty is determined by a moving average.
According to [30] a new block is found in approximately every 15 second
but in [31] Buterin is discussing whether it is possible for this limit to
be reduced. Based on Decker and Wattenhofer’s measurements Buterin
states that a 12 second block time seems achievable.
A blockchain platform with fast block time suﬀers in terms of security because of an increasing number of stale blocks. A stale block is
a block that is successfully mined but not included in the main path
of the blockchain. As mentioned, stale blocks occur occasionally in the
Bitcoin protocol when two miners find separate versions the next block
in a time frame of a couple of seconds, leading to multiple blocks propagating simultaneously in the network, which give rise to forking of the
blockchain. However, due to Bitcoin’s relatively long block time of approximately 10 minutes the stale rate is reduced. The low block time in
the Ethereum protocol does however cause problems in terms of a high
stale rate. Network latency give rise to scenarios where miner A finds a
new block and propagates it to miner B, who in turn happens to mine
another block before receiving A’s block due to block propagation time.
The timestamps will state that A’s block was first found and therefore
B’s block ends up wasted and categorized as a stale block. Further,
a shorter block time also generates a centralization issue. In [12] it is
commented on the fact that a blockchain with a short block time is at
risk of beeing controlled by a single mining pool with large enough percentage, but not necessarily a majority, of the network’s total hashpower.
In order for Ethereum to handle these consequences that follows from
the short block time, a modified version of the Greedy Heaviest Observed
Subtree (GHOST) protocol is implemented. The GHOST protocol was
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first introduced in 2013 by Yonatan Sompolinsky and Aviv Zohar in [32],
suggesting a new policy for selection of the main path of the blockchain
in the Bitcoin protocol. The GHOST protocol allows for a high block
creation rate and large block sizes while still maintaining the threshold
of 50% hashpower for a dishonest node to be able to successfully pull oﬀ
a 51%-attack. The main idea of the protocol is to include stale blocks in
the determination of the main chain, meaning that the chosen path does
not necessarily needs to be longest but instead the choice is based on
the total proof of work included in the path [32] [12]. Ethereum adapts
this technique by rewarding the creators of stale blocks 87.5% of the base
reward and the remaining part of 12.5% goes to the miner of any direct
child to the specific stale block. The transaction fees contained in a stale
block is not included in the base reward. By including the Proof-of-Work
for stale blocks when determining the main path of the blockchain, the
risk that a dishonest node succeeds with a double-spend attack is reduced since the weight of every single confirmation is increased. In other
words, the computational eﬀort of finding a stale block does not end
up wasted but instead contributes to the network security. Rewarding
miners of stale blocks solves the issue of centralization, this since nodes
in possession of less hashpower still contribute to the blockchain build-up.
Ethereums implementation of the GHOST protocol is simplified in that
it is limited in including stale blocks belonging to the 7 latest ancestor
blocks. More specifically, the protocol is implemented according to the
following criteria [12].
• A block must specify a parent block and 0 or more so called uncles,
which are stale blocks to the parent.
• An uncle to a specific block, B, must fulfill the following properties
– It must be a direct child to the k-th generation of ancestors
to block B, where 2  k  7.
– It can not be an ancestor of block B.

– An uncle must be a valid block header, but must not be a
previously verified or a valid block.
– It must be unique.
• For every uncle to block B, the miner of B receives an additional
3.125% reward and the miner that found the uncle block receives
93.75% of the standard reward.
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Figure 3.6 shows a schematic view of a subset of the Ethereum blockchain
and specifies how a block, B, is connected to previous ancestors, uncles
and nephews.

Figure 3.6 shows the most recent block B with ancestors, Ai , including
uncles, U, and nephews, N.

According to the criteria specified above, U1 and U2 can only be included
as uncles to block B for 2  k  7. The stale block, SB, is a direct child
to B’s first ancestor A1 and can be specified as an uncle to the coming 6
blocks continued on B.
3.3.2

Proof of stake

Although Proof-of-Work is still by far the most popular consensus protocol used among the cryptocurrency platforms, other alternatives have
evolved from the Bitcoin developer community with the growing attention to distributed ledger technology. The Proof-of-Stake consensus protocol was introduced on the cryptocurrency platform by Peercoin in 2012,
and the technique has since been adapted by various other platforms such
as ShadowCash, BlackCoin and Nxt [33] [34] [35] [36]. The idea with a
Proof-of-Stake system is that instead of letting a node’s possession of
computer power decide its influence on the network, which is the case in
a Proof-of-Work system, a node’s influence is directly proportional to its
total holding of coins. A Proof-of-Stake protocol benefits in comparison
to a Proof-of-Work system from several aspects. The most obvious is
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from an environmental point of view where the network’s total energy
consumption is heavily decreased since the process of computing millions
of hashes in order to find a correct nonce is no longer needed. In [37] it
is commented on the fact that a Proof-of-Stake system also increase the
network’s protection against malicious 51%-attacks.
In order to gain monopoly of a system using a Proof-of-Stake solution,
the attacker must possess more than 50% of the network’s total coinbase.
In general, such an investment would be more expensive than to invest
in computer hardware that would give the attacker possession of a majority of the network’s total hashpower. Further, the strongest argument
in favor of a Proof-of-Stake based system’s resistance against majority
attacks is that a monopolist has an incentive to act benevolently simply
because of its large holdings of the currency. In other words, the rationale of Proof-of-Stake is that a node in possession of large holdings, and
therefore large influence of the blockchain build-up, has an incentive to
maintain a secure network since they suﬀer most from a decreased reputation and valuation of the cryptocurrency [38].
Since the block creation in a Proof-of-Stake system is not an energy
consuming process and therefore close to costless, dishonest nodes may
attempt double-spending by attacking the blockchain via forking, or build
on every fork in order to not risk missing out on any block reward. To address this issue many Proof-of-Stake systems have implemented so called
check-point blocks that works as fixed points in the blockchain history.
Blocks previous of a check-point block can not be altered and the chain’s
main path always proceeds from the latest check-point block. Peercoin,
for example, have introduced checkpoint-blocks that are broadcasted centrally multiple times a day [33].
During the last couple of years, Ethereum have been working on a development of a Proof-of-Stake solution to replace their Proof-of-Work
algorithm used today. Although there exist cryptocurrency platforms
with implemented Proof-of-Stake solutions, Ethereum would be unique
by switching consensus protocol via a so called hard fork. There is no
fixed date for the launch of the new consensus mechanism, called Casper,
but Buterin has estimated the introduction to late 2017 [39]. The Casper
protocol would be unique among other Proof-of-Stake solutions as it includes additional features for solving the so called nothing-at-stake problem, where miners can work on all diﬀerent forks because of the low
cost associated to block creation. The idea is that malicious nodes that
tries utilizing these loopholes is punished severely by withdrawing large
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portions of their total stakes. [39] [40].
3.3.3

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance

Another alternative for consensus is the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) that follows from the Byzantine generals problem, introduced by Leslie Lamport, Robert Shostak and Marshall Pease in [41].
Lamport, Shostak and Pease propose a solution to malfunctioning components in computer systems that give rise to conflicting information in
diﬀerent parts of the system. The problem is illustrated with a group of
Byzantine generals, each of them in command of a division of the Byzantine army, that wishes to execute a coordinated attack on an enemy city.
The generals can only communicate via messengers and there is a risk
that some or more of them might be treacherous. For the case where messages can be forged, Lamport, Shaostak and Pease states that in order
to achieve a Byzantine-fault-tolerant system the number of treacherous
generals, tG, must not equal or exceed a third of the total number of
generals, nG.
nG 3tG + 1.
The solution can be related to a peer-to-peer network where a treacherous general symbolizes a dishonest node willing to attack the system,
while honest nodes, symbolized by the honest generals hG = nG tG,
attempt to maintain the network security.
While the solution to the Byzantine Generals problem proposed by Lamport, Shostak and Pease was purely a mathematical proof under the assumption of a synchronous network, Miquel Castro and Barbara Liskov
introduced the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithm (PBFT)
in [42]. Castro and Liskov comments on the fact that an internet system
in which the security relies on synchrony, i.e. bounds on message delays
and process speed, is exposed to malicious attacks. Castro and Liskov’s
proposed PBFT algorithm allows for Byzantine-fault-tolerant systems
resistant to a maximum of one third component failures in asynchronous
networks. The process for requesting a transaction in a PBFT protocol
is described in the following steps.
1. A node sends a request to execute a transaction. The request is
sent to an automatically designated primary node.
2. The primary node assigns the requested transaction a number indicating position queue position in the list of pending transactions.
The request including its sequence number is broadcasted to the
rest of the network participants, referred to as backup nodes.
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3. If a backup node agrees with the request and its sequence number,
it broadcasts an identical message to the network.
4. A node collects messages from all other nodes until it has collected
a set of 2tG identical messages. The node then broadcast a commit message declaring its acceptance of the request and its related
sequence number.
5. Once a node has received 2tG + 1 identical commit messages it
places the request in the queue to be executed.
The process guarantees that at least 2tG + 1 network participants have
agreed on a specific sequence number is given to a specific request. Meaning that the system guarantees safety under the assumption that the
number of dishonest nodes spreading messages with incorrect sequence
numbers related to specific requests does not equal or exceed one third
of the total number of nodes in the network [42].
A PBFT protocol is deterministic, meaning that there is no competition as in a Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake system of who wins the
right to place the next block into the blockchain. This discards the possibility of a forked blockchain, which implies irreversible transactions and
therefore generates for possibilities of a high throughput. Similar as for a
Proof-of-Stake system, the transaction validation and execution is not an
energy consuming process, this since the consensus is reached simply by
voting. However, usage of a PBFT consensus protocol may be diﬃcult
to adapt for a public network. It demands for all nodes to agree upon
the same group of network participants [42]. In other words, it demands
for a node to have knowledge about all other nodes participating in the
network. Further, there are limitations on the scalability with respect
to number of nodes, this since the technique is based on state machine
replication [43].

3.4

Scalability

This section is dedicated to a thorough analysis of the scalability possibilities of blockchain based technology. The analysis covers limitations on
various blockchain platforms existing today and how system parameters
such as latency, throughput, network- and block size aﬀects a peer-topeer system’s eﬃciency, energy consumption and security.
Scalability limitations on various blockchain platforms are perhaps the
most frequently discussed issues regarding the technique. There are numerous parameters aﬀecting this property all of which correlated to each
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other. The analysis of the performance for various blockchain applications is investigated dependent on the following system parameters.
• Block frequency time - Elapsed time between creation of two blocks.
• Latency - Elapsed time for a block to propagate through the network.
• Stale rate - Created blocks not included in the main chain.
• Network size - Number of nodes in the network.
• Block size - Determines the maximum number of transactions contained in a block.
• Bootstrap time - Time for a connecting node to download and
process the blockchain history.
3.4.1

Public network

The design of the system’s protocol is highly dependent on whether it
is used in a private or public network. As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, a
PBFT consensus protocol is not suitable for a public network, this since
all network participants needs to have knowledge of all other nodes. Further, the applications for the blockchain platform may also vary between
a private and a public ledger.
Bitcoin is today limited to a maximum throughput of 7 tps, this is due
to restrictions on the block size of 1 MB and the block frequency time of
approximately 10 minutes. The throughput, denoted as TPS, is trivially
derived from
B
T P S( , B, n) =
,
(3.4.1)
n
where B is the size in bytes per block, the block creation rate in blocks
per second and n the size in bytes per transaction. The upper limit of
7 tps is computed using the parameters specified above together with
a transaction size of 250 bytes per transaction. This approximation of
the transaction size is a lower limit, leading to an actual throughput
capacity lower than 7 tps [11]. Despite this relatively low maximum
throughput value the activity on the platform has not exceeded this limitation. However, the increasing usage of the cryptocurrency is leading
to a higher amount of transactions and thus increased block sizes. As
of today the average block size is 0.98 MB and has been increasing from
approximately 0.7 MB during the last year [11]. Reaching the maximum
block size of 1 MB means that transactions risk not being included and
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thus leading to a longer confirmation time.
The trivial solution to increase the transaction throughput defined in
equation 3.4.1 is to increase the maximum block size and the block
frequency, a decrease of the transaction size leads to great diﬀerences
through the entire protocol and is not considered as an option in this
analysis. However, increasing either the block frequency or block size
aﬀects other system properties such as the stale rate and latency. Decker
and Wattenhofer states in [29] that the delay in the Bitcoin network is
mostly from transmission and verification, rather than propagating data
packages over the internet. Their measurements are made by connecting
to a large sample of network participants and collecting data from when
a node has received a block and verified its validity. In [44] more recent
data on the block propagation time measured using the same technique
as Decker and Wattenhofer is presented. It is shown that the mean value
during the last year for a block to propagate through a majority of the
nodes is approximately 3 seconds. This value is lower than Decker and
Wattenhofer’s estimate of 12.6 seconds even though the average block
size was significantly smaller in 2013, this might depend on the number,
or geographic clustering of verifying nodes.
Increasing the block size would, as mentioned, allow for a higher transaction throughput. Additionally, it prevents an increase of transaction fees,
this since users are not forced to include higher fees for their transactions
to be prioritized. Arguments against an increased block size in the Bitcoin protocol are for example that it would require a so called hard fork.
Executing a hard fork is not desirable since it puts the entire system
at risk and can lead to severe consequences in the consensus protocol.
There is also a centralization issue, this since larger blocks will require
more powerful computer hardware leading to a decreased number of full
nodes in the network. Further, larger blocks implies a slower propagation
time. The risk that a miner creates a block while another previously created block is being propagated is increased, leading to a higher stale rate.
Stale blocks are never desirable since they cause blockchain forks, which
leads to a higher number of required confirmations and possibly reversed
transactions. Additionally, for Proof-of-Work systems block creation is
an energy consuming process. Working on stale blocks is therefore a
complete waste of resources.
In the Bitcoin protocol the block frequency is, together with the block
size, the parameter that limits the maximum transaction throughput. In
both [9] [12] it is stated that the block frequency time must significantly
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exceed the network latency. The negative aspect with a fast block time is
that it implies an increased stale rate. Decker and Wattenhofer measured
the number of blockchain forks to 169 in an interval of 10, 000 blocks,
resulting in a stale rate of 1.69% [29]. For further investigations, the
average number of stale block per valid block is approximated as directly
proportional to the block frequency time with an average latency of 12
seconds
12
nS = 1 = 12 ,
(3.4.2)
where is, as before, the block creation rate in blocks per second. The
stale rate is computed as
nS
r=
.
(3.4.3)
1 + nS
Bitcoin’s block frequency of 10 minutes results in a average number of
stales per valid block
12
nS =
= 0.02,
600
leading to a stale rate of
r=

0.02
⇡ 1.96%.
1 + 0.02

Similarly, Ethereum’s aimed block time of 12 seconds leads to a stale
rate of 50%. In [31] Buterin arguments for two general issues resulting
from a high number of stale blocks. Firstly, it weakens the system’s
resistance against malicious attacks. An attacker does not necessarily
need to possess a majority of the system’s total hashpower in order to
successfully execute a 51%-attack. The actual amount of hashpower an
attacker need can be mathematically described as
nHa > H50 (n

ns ),

(3.4.4)

where Ha denotes the actual fraction of hashpower, H50 = 50%, n is
the number of true blocks created by the network and ns the number
of stale blocks created by the attacker. ns can be expressed in terms of
the system’s stale rate, the attacker’s hashpower and the number of true
blocks created by the network as
ns = n(1

Ha )r.

(3.4.5)

Combining equation 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 yields
Ha >

1
2
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r
.
r

(3.4.6)

For the optimal case with no stale rate an attacker actually needs a majority of the hashpower. Bitcoin’s approximated stale rate of r = 1.96%
leads to an actually needed hashpower of Ha > 49.5% and Ethereum’s
targeted block time of 12 seconds yields Ha > 33.3%. It is notable that
these values are depending on the estimated average block propagation
time of 12 seconds, based on Decker and Wattenhofer’s measurements
in [29].
Secondly, Buterin comments on the fact that a low block time contributes
to a more centralized system. Consider the case where a miner M1 is in
possession of a large portion of the network’s hashpower HM1 , while the
remaning part of the network’s total hashpower is distributed equally
among all other miners, Mi , so that HM2 = HM3 = ... = HMN , where
N is the number of miners and HM1 >> HMi for i = 2, 3, ..., N . With
a probability of HM , miner M finds the next block and therefore it has
a 0% probability of ending up with a stale block in those cases. With a
probability of 1 HM some other miner finds the next block and miner
M will produce stale blocks in r fractions of the time. Therefore, miner
M’s eﬃciency multiplier is defined as
⇢M = (1

r)(1

HM ) + HM .

(3.4.7)

A network with N = 7000, a stale rate of r = 1.96%, HM1 = 30% and
HMi = 0.01% for i = 2, 3, ..., N results in a eﬃciency multiplier for the
superior miner of ⇢M1 = 0.9863, while ⇢Mi = 0.9804 for i = 2, 3, ..., N . A
system stale rate of 20% instead results in ⇢M1 = 0.86 and ⇢Mi = 0.8, a
7.5% higher eﬃciency multiplier for the superior miner.
As mentioned in Section 3.3 the introduction of the GHOST protocol
partly solves these issues in the Ethereum protocol. Buterin shows that
by including stale blocks in the determination of main chain and rewarding their creators strengthens the system’s resistance against malicious
attacks and centralization issues.
Another aspect that has to be taken into consideration when analyzing the scalability possibilities of Blockchain technology is the cost of
running such a system. In proof-of-work systems such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum security and consensus is maintained by user’s finding correct
hashes through iterative procedures thus generating a large energy consumption. The computer power, referred to as hashrate, is measured in
number of computed hashes per second and running the Bitcoin network
today requires approximately 4 ⇥ 106 TH/s [11]. Specialized hardware
used for computing these hashes handles around 13.5 TH/s with a power
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consumption of 1323 W. These quantities together with today’s daily
transaction volume of approximately 3 ⇥ 105 [11] transactions leads to
an energy consumption of 30 kWh per transaction, the same amount of
energy that was consumed per day by an average American household in
2015 [45]. This is probably a low estimate since the hardware with highest existing power eﬃciency was assumed to be used through the entire
network. Ethereum’s daily average hashrate of approximately 22 ⇥ 103
GH/s together with the daily transaction volume of 1 ⇥ 105 transactions
leads, by the same assumptions, to an energy consumption of 5.28 ⇥ 10 4
kWh per transaction [30]. A small amount in comparison to Bitcoin but
it should be noted that Bitcoin has a higher market price with 1465 USD/BTC [11], compared to Ethereum’s 80 USD/ETH [30]. An increased
popularity of the cryptocurrency would probably result in a higher demand and thus lead to a larger total hashrate.
The bootstrap time is another parameter highly dependent on the use
of the blockchain application. In existing protocols such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum, a new connecting participant need to download the complete
blockchain history, validating all existing blocks and therefore every single transaction ever executed. Trivially, a blockchain application aiming
to replace current existing payment methods and therefore handle a large
set of transactions will fast grow in size with the bootstrap time increasing
linearly. As of today, the Bitcoin’s complete blockchain history exceeds
110 GB in disc space and a new connecting network participant need to
validate approximately 221 ⇥ 106 transactions [11].
3.4.2

Private network

A private network oﬀers more alternatives and flexibility on the system’s
consensus protocol, leading to other conditions on the scalability possibilities. As discussed in Section 3.3 a private blockchain oﬀers the possibility
of BFT-solutions as consensus protocol, eliminating the requirement of
any Proof-of-Work while still maintaining security assuming large enough
fraction of honest nodes among the network participants. From a financial point of view, permissioned blockchains shared among a consortium
of banks and other financial institutions are frequently discussed as solutions to streamline trading of assets and other financial derivatives.
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4

Method

This section is dedicated to explaining the design of Visigon’s private
blockchain application prototype (VBC) and presenting additional functionalities developed during this degree project. The application was
originally built from scratch by Ludvig Backlund in [46] with the exception of the cryptography which is based on Ethereum’s open source
project, and has since been further developed at Visigon. The prototype
is programmed in Java using Eclipse integrated development environment.

4.1

Application design

VBC is a permissioned blockchain application where a user can connect
and communicate to others using peer-to-peer networking. It allow users
to transmit assets to other peers and all transactions are registered in a
distributed ledger. The Java project is mainly organized into the following packages.
• Core - consist of the application’s central object classes, e.g. Block,
Blockchain, Asset and Transaction, as well as runnable classes such
as Miner and Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface (RestAPI).
• Crypto - consist of various hashing algorithms used for the public
key cryptography.
• Network - consist of classes used in the network communication,
both on the server - and client side, as well as a synchronizer used
when a node is connecting to the network.
• Start - consist of a Start class for setting up users, a runnable
ServerRunner for setting up the server side for each user and a
NodeExecutor which loads the blockchain, synchronize with other
users and submits threads handling the mining, CLI and time synchronizing.
The project’s main classes includes the following.
• Node - Represent a network participant. Has an IP address and a
directory. The IP address is used as an identifier for other nodes to
connect to in the network communication and the directory points
to a local folder in which blocks and accounts are stored.
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• Account - A node is for example be governed by a bank and therefore holds a set of accounts. An account is governed by the account
owner by a private key.
• Asset - Has a name and address of the original emitter of the asset
and a type e.g. stock or bond. Also has has a unique identifier
mapped to the address of the holder of the specific asset.
• VaultState - Has a hashmap mapping an asset identifier to the
current balance of that specific asset. Also holds a nonce to prevent
transactions from being processed multiple times.
• Block - Has a list of the transactions included in the block, all existing assets, the IP addresses of all active network participants. Also
has the number of the order of the specific block in the blockchain,
a timestamp stating when it was created and the hash of the previous block in the ledger. Lastly, a block has a hashmap mapping
an account address to its corresponding VaultState.
• Blockchain - Has the current blockchain height, a directory pointing to the local folder in which blocks are stored and a hashmap
keeping track of which network participants that are synchronized
to the blockchain.
• Transaction - Has a sender address, receiver address, time stamp
and the hash of the transaction data. A transaction starts up a
new account in the specific node’s directory, this is referred to as an
empty transaction. OrdinaryTransaction and EmittingTransaction
are two separate classes that extends the transaction class. An
ordinary transaction transfers a specified amount of a certain asset
from one account to another. An emitting transaction emits a new
assets to a specified account.
Figure 4.1 shows a UML class diagram of the Blockchain, Block and
Transaction class with a selection of their attributes and operations.
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Blockchain
- height : int
- directory : String
- isSynchronized : HashMap<String,
Boolean>
+ getBlock(int) : Block
+ load(String[])
+ getHeight() : int
+ getBlockByPrevHash(String) : Block
1
n

Block
# transactions : ArrayList<Transaction>
# stateMap : HashMap<String, Vaultstate>
# timeStamp : long
# hash : String
- assets : ArrayList<Asset>
- height : int
- prevBlockHash : String
+ broadcast()
+ getTransactions() : ArrayList<Transaction>
+ getAssets() : ArrayList<Asset>
1
n

Transaction
# senderAddress : String
# receiverAddress : String
# TimeStamp : long
- messageHash : byte[]
+ senderSignTransaction(ECKey)
+ broadcast()

Emitting
transaction

Ordinary
transaction
- amount : double
- assetId : String
- nonce : int

- amount : double
- asset : Asset
- nonce : int

+ createHash() : byte[]

+ createHash() : byte[]

Figure 4.1. Shows a UML class diagram of a selection of central classes and
some of their attributes and operations.
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During this degree project main focus is on the peer-to-peer communication between network participants. For a more detailed and specific
presentation of the application and its core data structures the reader is
referred to [46].
The network communication in VBC is based on Netty, an asynchronous
event-driven framework for Java network applications. Using an asynchronous Input/Output framework is key for obtaining an eﬃcient and
high performing network application. In a peer-to-peer communication
protocol each participant acts as both client and server, meaning that
the system is decentralized since data is not processed between clients
via a central server but directly to the recipients server side. In VBC, all
executed transactions and mined blocks are broadcasted to the entire network for validation. A synchronous Input/Output framework blocks the
application while network communication is in progress, making it unsuitable for applications designed to handle large data throughput, such
as VBC. The project’s network package controls the complete network
communication protocol in VBC and contains the following classes.
• Client - Called from the sender of every transmission of data, either when broadcasting a transaction or a block, or transmitting a
message to another user. The Client class collects the addresses of
the recipients to which the data is to be sent, then sets up the client
side of the network communication by initializing a multi threaded
non-blocking Input/output instance of an event loop. It then sets
up a channel connected to the server side of the recipient to whom
the message is to be sent and request to write the message via this
channel. After the data has been transmitted the channel is closed.
• ClientInitializer - Initializes a pipeline through which objects are
transmitted. Actual objects are not sent via the channel, instead
a byte representation of the object is transmitted. The pipeline
handles this process and the client side has a object encoder that
converts the Java object to be transmitted into its byte representation.
• ServerInitializer - Similar as the ClientInitializer but handles receiving massages. The pipeline on the server side has a object
decoder that converts the received byte representation into the original object.
• ServerHandler - After decoding the received object is passed
through the ServerHandler, which processes the data.
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• Synchronizer - Called from a connecting node at start up to ensure synchronization, that is all nodes are working on the same
block, between all network participants. The connecting node loops
through the list containing all currently active nodes and transmits
the hash of its latest block located in its local directory. The recipients of the message transmits in turn possessed blocks created
after the specific block that was requested. The synchronizer is
also called when an active node receives a block with height greater
than its currentHeight + 1. This functionality is to avoid a forked
blockchain that might occur during the synchronization at start
up if a new block is mined while the connecting node still is in
the process of validating the blocks received from other network
participants.
• TimeSynchronizer - Contained in the core package but function as part of the network communication. TimeSynchronizer is a
runnable class called at start up that retrieves Internet time from
a central server used by NIST Internet Time Service. When the
server time (ST) is retrieved from NIST the user computes its local
time according to Christian’s algorithm proposed by Flaviu Christian in [47].
RT T
U T = ST +
,
(4.1.1)
2
where UT denotes the user’s local time and RTT the round-trip
delay time. RTT is computed as the time diﬀerence between the
user’s System time at the call to the server, T 0, and upon receipt
of the server time, T 1,
RT T = T 1

T 0.

(4.1.2)

An oﬀset time between the computed user time, UT, and the user’s
local system time is thus computed as
oﬀset = U T

T 1.

(4.1.3)

Inserting the expressions for U T and RT T from equation 4.1.1 and
4.1.2 into equation 4.1.3 yields
oﬀset = ST

T1 + T0
.
2

(4.1.4)

To lower the amount of requests of the Internet time from NIST,
TimeSynchronizer makes requests every 10-th minute and updates
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the oﬀset time. All local time requests from a user, when for example setting time stamps on transactions and blocks, are returned
by
Time = oﬀset + T,
(4.1.5)
where T denotes the user’s local System time at the time of request.
Using global timestamps is crucial in a peer-to-peer network application since it cannot be assumed that the participants’ local
system times are synchronized. A user will discard received blocks
as invalid if the recorded time stamp is in the future with a certain
tolerance.

4.2

Simulations

In order to investigate the performance in terms of throughput capacity
and eﬃciency, a method for creating a given set of accounts, assets and
transactions was built. The performance of VBC was investigated locally
with various number of nodes running in separate eclipse consoles.
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5

Results

In this section the results from the simulations of VBC’s performance
is presented. The simulations include measurements on throughput capacity, in terms of possible transactions per second, and bootstrap time.
The throughput capacity measurements are made locally with various
number of nodes running in separate eclipse consoles and all simulations
are made on a laptop with a 1.6 GHz Intel Pentium processor and 4 GB
RAM.
Table 1 shows the average time for processing each transaction type;
ordinary, emitting and empty. It also present the distribution of the
total elapsed time between the diﬀerent parts in the process. The measurements are made with varying number of nodes in the network which
is bounded to 6 participants due to computational limitations. In each
simulation 30 accounts containing 5 assets each are created at start up.
The measurements are then made on creation of a total of 150 accounts
equally distributed among the nodes, all of which assigned with 5 assets.
One node then executes 20 ordinary transactions repeatedly 10 times,
with a delay of 0.1 seconds between every iteration. The IP-addresses
of all network participants are coded into the genesis block, from which
they are collected in every transaction execution.
Table 1: Average times for executing each transaction type in various
network sizes.
Nodes
Total [ms]
% - Broadcast
Ord.
- Sign
- Add
Total [ms]
% - Broadcast
Emit.
- Sign
- Add
- New asset
Total [ms]
% - Broadcast
Empty
- Sign
- Add
- New Account

2
33.20
81.13
5.92
12.65
42.78
72.18
5.18
21.99
0.49
46.25
67.46
4.83
10.52
16.94
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3
38.11
84.35
4.80
10.56
48.79
75.54
4.61
19.18
0.49
50.93
73.85
4.19
8.44
13.26

4
45.01
86.28
4.44
9.04
56.95
78.23
4.24
16.95
0.46
57.87
75.91
3.67
7.95
12.21

5
58.86
87.73
3.63
8.42
63.12
79.22
3.87
15.95
0.81
61.97
76.89
3.40
6.85
11.34

6
59.95
88.63
3.99
7.21
80.89
81.51
3.73
14.27
0.38
85.34
74.71
3.28
5.54
16.31

In Figure 5.1 the values from Table 1 are converted to throughput capacity, measured in number of possible operations per second, and presented
with varying number of nodes in the network.
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No. nodes

Figure 5.1 shows VBC’s throughput capacity in operations per second with
varying number of network participants.

Results show a linearly decreasing throughput capacity with increasing
network size. In Figure 5.2 - 5.4 the average time for creating and transmitting each transaction type is presented, together with measured times
for specific parts in the process.
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0.06
Total
Sign txn
Add txn
Broadcast txn

Elapsed time [sec/txn]

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0
2

3

4

5

6

No. nodes

Figure 5.2 shows the total elapsed time and during specific parts in the
process when executing an ordinary transaction in varying network sizes.
0.09
Total
New asset
Sign txn
Add txn
Broadcast txn

0.08

Elapsed time [sec/asset]

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
2

3

4

5

6

No. nodes

Figure 5.3 shows the total elapsed and during specific parts in the process
when emitting a new asset in varying network sizes.
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0.09
Total
New account
Sign txn
Add txn
Broadcast txn

Elapsed time [sec/account]

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
2

3

4

5

6

No. nodes

Figure 5.4 shows the total elapsed time and during specific parts in the
process when creating a new account in varying network sizes.

The elapsed time for processing the three diﬀerent transaction types in
varying network sizes show similar behavior. The linear growth of the
broadcast time with increasing network size is what leads to decreasing
throughput capacity. The partial process of signing a transaction includes creating a hash of the transaction data and applying a signature
on the transaction using the sender’s private key. Adding a transaction
to the list of transactions pending to be contained in the coming block
includes verification of the sender signature and checking so that the
specific transaction has not already been processed. Empty and emitting
transaction types additionally includes the process of creating an asset
or account object type according to specified input parameters.
Beside from broadcasting, the elapsed time during the partial transaction processes are approximately constant with growing network size and
stands for only a small fraction of the total time. In order to investigate
VBC’s dependency on the load on the blockchain, the network size is
fixed and the amount of registered accounts and assets is varied. Table 2
present ordinary transaction times in a network of 2 nodes and a ledger
containing various number of created accounts, each in possession of 5
assets. In each simulation 20 transactions are executed repeatedly 10
times, the presented values are the resulting averages.
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Table 2: Average times for executing an ordinary transaction in a fixed
network size of 2 nodes and varying load on the distributed ledger. Table
2 shows the average total time for executing one transaction together
with the time distribution between the diﬀerent parts in the process for
various number of registered accounts, each assigned with 5 assets.
Accounts
200
400
600
800

Ord. Transaction
Total [ms] %-Broadcast %-Sign %-Add
31.3
80.22
5.99
13.48
30.75
79.84
6.10
13.74
30.36
79.67
5.95
13.56
30.28
80.63
6.11
12.87

In Figure 5.5 the values presented in Table 2 are graphically displayed.
0.035

Elapsed time [sec/txn]

0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015

Total
Sign txn
Add txn
Broadcast txn

0.01
0.005
0
200

400

600

800

Blockchain load

nFigure 5.5 shows the total time together with measured times during
specific parts in the process when executing an ordinary transaction for
various sizes of the blockchain. The x axis represent various number of
registered accounts, each in possession of 5 assets.
Results show that the elapsed time for transmitting ordinary transactions
is approximately constant with increasing blockchain load. Meaning that
the time appears to be independent on number of registered accounts and
assets on the ledger.
Lastly, VBC’s bootstrap time is measured. At start up, a connecting
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node loads and verifies its local copy of the blockchain before synchronizing with other active nodes. This process includes validation of each
existing locally stored block, which in turn includes validation of every
transaction included in these blocks. In Table 3 the average elapsed time
after 5 simulations of loading the locally stored copy is presented for various blockchain heights. The simulations are made by re-connecting a
node which has a set of blocks locally stored in its directory, where each
block contains 200 newly created accounts all of which assigned with 5
assets.
Table 3: Average bootstrap times for diﬀerent blockchain heights, each
block hold a record of 200 started accounts all of which assigned with 5
assets. Read file is the process of getting the actual data file representing
the block stored in the user’s local directory and the block validation
includes verifying all transactions in the block, its timestamp, height
and block hash.
Blocks
2
4
6
8
10

Bootstrap time
Total [s] %-Read file %-Validate Block
14.13
14.19
84.22
30.87
15.11
84.20
53.12
15.78
83.80
74.90
17.42
82.28
101.73
18.48
81.30

In Figure 5.6 the measured values in Table 3 are presented graphically.
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Figure 5.6 shows the elapsed bootstrap time and its distribution between the
diﬀerent parts in the process with varying blockchain size.
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Results show an exponential growth of the elapsed time both during
reading the data file and validating the block. This is due to the fact that
the lists containing all existing assets and accounts are stored and passed
through to coming blocks, meaning that the lists contained in block 10
are 10 times larger than in block 1, even though the same amount of
started accounts and created assets are registered in both blocks. This
results in an increasing data file size to read and demands for greater
computational eﬀort in the validation process.
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6

Discussion

The outcome from the performance tests on VBC showed that the total
transaction time is to a large extent made up of the broadcasting process. For ordinary transactions the process of broadcasting stands for
> 80% of the total elapsed time in the extreme case with 2 nodes. This
fraction is increasing with network size since the broadcast time increase
linearly with number of network participants, while other parts in the
process stays constant. The broadcasting process in VBC diﬀers from
the corresponding process in for example Bitcoin. When transmitting
a transaction or block on the VBC application the data is sent to every other node individually. Meaning that the sender sets up a channel
between itself and the recipient’s server side through which the data is
transmitted. The sender then moves on to the next node in line and
repeats the process until the complete list of all other active nodes have
been processed. The bitcoin network is clustered, a node opens a connection to a set of neighbors, usually 5 10 nodes, to which the data
is transmitted. The receiving nodes further broadcast the data to their
neighboring nodes until the data has propagated through the entire network. Even though the largest investigated network size of 6 nodes only
makes up a small fraction of the total bitcoin network size, the number
of nodes each network participant is communicating with does not diﬀer
substantially in comparison to the broadcasting process on the bitcoin
platform. There is room for further improvement and optimization of the
network communication protocol on the VBC application. The broadcasting process is designed so that a new channel through which data is
passed is constructed between the sender and receiver for every transmission. After the data is sent the channel is closed. Future work lays
in streamlining this process by keeping these channels open, so that each
active node has a unique channel to every other currently active network
participant.
For VBC to be implemented and adapted on the financial market on
a wide scale i.e. large network size and transaction throughput capacity,
a better performance is desired. An optimistic view is to match leading
payment services today, for example VISA, that handles 4000 tps with
a maximum capacity of 65000 tps [13]. However, the outcome from the
simulations made are comparable to NASDAQ OMX Stockholm trading
volume which on an average trading day handles approximately 330000
transactions [48], resulting in a transaction throughput of about 11 tps.
Although the results only show the performance of VBC when running
locally in relatively small network sizes, these numbers do seem achiev47

able.
The consensus protocol in VBC is still a work in progress. Currently, the
mining is made from a runnable thread that with a fixed interval collects
and validates all pending transactions, creates a new block a broadcasts
it to the network. Since VBC is constructed as a private blockchain the
consensus protocol will probably be designed using a BFT solution. It
is not clear how this will aﬀect the performance capacity but since the
block size is unlimited the transaction throughput capacity is not correlated to block frequency time.
Running local simulations measures the level of performance of VBC and
indicates how well the application code is optimized. The measurements
do not include any latency which is a crucial factor that must be considered when designing the consensus protocol. Global simulations was not
operable during this degree project. Future work includes performance
tests on multiple nodes running on separate machines and communicating
over network in order to show how this factor aﬀects the application performance. Further, it is not clear how the measured results are aﬀected
from the limited computational power. Using more powerful hardware
will probably lower the total transaction time and therefore allow for a
higher transaction throughput. However, the trend of linearly increasing
broadcast time is thought to be independent of computational resources.
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7

Conclusions

During this degree project the science of distributed databases in general
and blockchain technology in particular was studied, with main focus on
the possibility for such techniques to be adapted by the financial sector
on industry wide standards. Further, the learning was implemented in
practice with the continued work on VBC; a blockchain network application prototype.
In the theoretical analysis it was shown how diﬀerent parameters such
as block size, block frequency and latency aﬀect the system’s possible
throughput capacity and security. The analysis also covered environmental consequences issued from Proof-of-Work applications such as Bitcoin,
where system security is maintained through massive energy consumption. In order for a blockchain application to handle great transaction
volumes in large network sizes it need to allow for large block sizes or
fast block frequency. However, increasing these parameters leads to consequences such as higher stale rate, which is the rate of created blocks
ultimately not attached to the main path of the blockchain. Further it
was shown that varying these parameters aﬀects a system’s resistance
against malicious attacks, a low block time can lead to a centralized system and high stale rate makes a system more vulnerable to so called
51%-attacks.
Simulations was made on VBC in order to investigate the application’s
performance in terms of transaction throughput capacity and eﬃciency.
The results showed that the total time to execute a transaction of any
type in the application is to a large extent made up of the time to broadcast the transaction to the network. The broadcast time is increasing linearly with network size while the elapsed time during the other processes
is constant. Therefore, the throughput capacity for ordinary transactions
is decreasing linearly with a maximum of 30 tps located in the extreme
case with 2 nodes. The largest simulated network size of 6 nodes measured the throughput capacity to 17 tps. Further, the elapsed time for
VBC to process an ordinary transaction in a fixed network size is constant with varying blockchain load, that is number of registered accounts
and assets.
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